Although yon Neumann was at that time concerned with the formulation and analysis of the gas dynamical problems, he realized that before long, computation would have to be discussed 1. Accordingly he accompanied me on a visit to the NAO, then evacuated to Bath from Greenwich at the end of April 1943.
In a paper entitled, Proposal and analysis of a numerical method for the treatment of hydrodynamical shock problems, dated 1944, which is published as no. 95 in vol. 6 of the Collected Works cited below [2] , von Neumann discusses some punched card calculations. He also wrote:
"In truly many-dimensional cases the possibility of using other types of machines will also have to be investigated. In this respect the relay-selector type machines seem very promising among the 'digital' ones".
During our visit to Bath, Mr. Sadler raised the question of adapting the NCR machine to interpolation to halves using the formula f(3/2) I-f(0) + 9f(1) + 9f(2)-f(3)]/16, which is exact if f is a cubic; the error is actually -@s h4f4)() if f has a continuous fourth derivative. It is this problem that we shall discuss.
2. The program. Roughly speaking, the machine with which we were concerned had 6 registers and a keyboard. The 
It will be acceptable if we enter f(n)/16 instead of f(n).
We can interpret this in matrix vector notation as follows: we can think of the contents of the 6 registers as the components of a vector and the operations can be thought of as a matrix multiplication of this vector. Actually we shall only require 5 registers, and in our description we shall make this assumption. The coefficients can be taken as arbitrary integers , fi, 7, 6 instead of the special ones -1, 9, 9,-1 of(l). We consider a general step when the registers read In fact it is possible to subtract the contents of any of the other registers from the two special registers. We have, however, kept to the original development, which was based on this mistaken impression, rather than make the minor changes in the "program" displayed below.
If we now enter f(5) in the last component, we will have completed an inductive step, advancing the indices in (1) by unity.
We now have to represent the transformation A as a composition of feasible machine operations. For simplicity we return to the specific -1, 9, 9, -1 case (Table 1) . (4) 2f (4) 3f (4) 3f (4) 3f (4) 0
In the first column of Table 1 we have indicated the "operation": the operator has to choose the operation and the operand and punch the corresponding keys.
In the second column we have indicated the "stop", the registers into which the operand is added or subtracted. The "stops" are a primitive form of microprogram- [4] .
intervention. The Admiralty Computing Service, which designed and had constructed two special purpose computers, 4 had contemplated a mechanization of the above program. Using "stops" on a (circular) "form bar" to actuate the control keys (electromechanically) would reduce the manual work to the setting of numbers and the initiation of the cycle.
Actually, no further work was done in connection with these problems.
4. The manuscript. We give below (Figs. and 2 ) a reproduction of some of the rough work of von Neumann. We recall that this was done in a blacked-out train, on the rather poor quality paper issued to government scientists at that time.
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